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ROBERTO ASSAGIOLI’S 
INTERIOR WORK DIARY
Translation by Gordon Leonard Symons

It is 1936.
Assagioli is often heartbroken because he feels asthenia, 
fatigue, physical weakness which, it seems to him, limit 
his ability to serve.
He receives a suggestion from the wise teacher of his 
heart who, while recognizing his faculty to “strive 
towards the goal of carrying the burden of the world and 
to learn, paradoxically, by identifying with his fellow 
men, a detachment that, over time, cancels all pain”, 
stresses the need to better adapt his physical vehicle to 
the demands of his particular life cycle:

“How to discipline the physical body and how to 
strengthen it is your great problem and your immediate 
task” (see the Assagiolino below).

The teacher also highlights the origin of his problem:
“You are excessively sensitive to those around you, both 
to the mass and to individuals, and you still don’t know 
how to give fully and yet retain, how to help others 
without losing your balance. Staying in the spiritual 
being is the key to solving your problem.”

Assagioli in the following pages of the diary puts into 
effect the advice of the teacher by applying himself to 
take care of his body and writing, repeatedly and with 
pronounced energy, words, mottoes and qualities, to 
mark his consciousness and thus make them operational 
(so applying to himself a technique he recommended 
several times).

We can take in the prompting and imitate him!

My rest must consist - not so much in lying on the bed 
and passively reading - as in caring for the body, doing 
it in a relaxed, alert, joyful way:
- sponge bath
- sun bath
- breathing exercises
- walks
- boules game etc.
- contempl. of nature
 -contempl. of art

1-IX-36 
(full moon)

Purifying the atmosphere
« Cleansing the Atmosphere with eucalyptus oil.»Luce Ramorino
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Early every morning (before study and med.) 
a quick walk.

May the energy of my Divine Self inspire me

Will - Dynamic Will - 
That dynamic will that breaks barriers.
Will Will Will Will 
Power Power Power Power
Mastery – Mastery - Mastery
Mastery – Mastery - Mastery
                Mastery
Dynamic energy
Dynamic energy
Dynamic energy
Atma Atma Atma
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Vitality - Vitality - Vitality
Energy - Energy - Energy
Power - Power - Power
Will - Fervour - Fire - Energy
Creative tension - Affirmation -
Decisiveness - Persistence -
Joy - Will - Will - Will

Vitalità – Vitalità – Vitalità
Dynamic Will – Dynamic Will
Fire - Fire - Fire - Fire - Fire

In order to discipline and strengthen the physical body: 
1. fresh grip of the soul on it.
2. Breathing exercises.
3. Use of the OM.
4. Attention to it.
5. Rhythmic living
6. Contact with nature
7. Right feed 

VI Close the aura 
VII  Master the psychic sensitivity

8. 8 Detachment with drawal of attention from the 
environment

9. Mental focussing
10. Joy
11. Poise – sannyasin – Standing in Sp. Being

Roberto Assagioli


